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O . Introduction 
ME. was undoubtedly a period of great change. Its vocabulary showed 
a shift from an alrnost pure Germanic language to a mixed one. 
Grammatically, it was marked by a general reduction of inflectional 
endings, one of the most important consequences of which was the loss of 
grammatical gender. There was, however, no sudden loss of gender in the 
ME. period. Deviations from historical gender congruence were evidenced 
in numbers as early as in late OE. 
It was traditionally believed that these deviations manifested them-
selves in two ways; one rs "neutralizatron"I and the other Is 
"masculimzation."2 In this paper the present writer focuses on 
"masculinization" and tries to explain what it is all about by analyzing 
unhistorical gender congruence in the noun phrase in early ME. The text 
studied here is a metrical chronicle known as La5amon's ~rut,3 which was 
written in a dialect of Central West Midlands. It survives in two 
manuscripts. Cotton Caligula A. ix and Cotton Otho C. xiii, both of 
which seem to have been written in the second half of the thirteenth 
century, though the former was once thought to have been written sorne 
half a century earlier than the latter.4 Cal. appears to be closer to the 
original with the language more archaic than that of Otho, which 
shortened and modernized La3amon's narrative. Although the Brut is 
based primarily upon Wace's Anglo-Norman Romart de ~~rut, which itself 
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is an adaptation of Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia Regum Britanniae, 
it can be regarded as an original composition and French influence upon 
the language is almost negligible. This is in view of the fact that it has 
twice the length of Wace's chronicle and that La3amon apparently tried to 
write an ancient form of English, preferring Anglo-Saxon words to those 
of French origin and occasionally even coining quasi-Anglo-Saxon poetic 
compounds (cf. A Manual of the Writings, pp. 2613-17). Thus La3amon's 
Brut, surviving in two manuscript versions, one deliberately archaic and 
the other modernized, is an ideal material for the diachronic study of 
early ME. 
l . The Distribution of Forms 
1 . I The Demonstrative se 
The following table shows the occurrence of gender-distinctive forms of 
the demonstrative se mapped against the historical gender of the nouns 
with which they are explicitly in construction.5 Those forms found 
post-prepositionally are discussed separately, as it is sometimes impossi-
ble to determine the case in which they stand. Emendations regarding the 
demonstrative forms and their head nouns are ignored. The data are from 
the first 8020 Iines of Cal. and the corresponding part of Otho. 
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Po 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0
Pat 9　　　4 4　　　0 134　　1212　　　0
脚t 1　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0 0　　　0
Pet 0　　　0 0　　　0 14　　　0 0　　　0
Pai 0　　　0 0　　　0 O　　　O 1　　　0
Paie 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　2
gen・
Pas 圭2　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0 0　　　0
脚s 3　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pes 46　　　6 0　　　0 10　　　2 0　　　0
PeOS 11　　12 0　　　0 3　　　3 0　　　1
pis 4　　17 0　　　2 2　　　6 0　　　2
Pus 0　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0 0　　　0
Pare O　　　O 3　　　6 0　　　0 3　　　2
P∂ere 0　　　0 2　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pere 1　　　0 15　　　0 0　　　0 6　　　0
Par 0　　　0 0　　　2 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pa 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0
Pe 0　　21 2　　　7 O　　　O 1　　　3
Pan 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　1 0　　　0
dat．
Pan 34　　26 0　　　1 7　　　4 2　　　0
P∂en 2　　　0 O　　　O 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pen 1　　　0 0　　　0 2　　　0 1　　　0
Peon 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pon 12　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0 3　　　0
Pane 1　　　8 0　　　0 0　　　1 0　　　0
Pene 1　　　0 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
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Pone 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pare 0　　　0 3　　　2 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pere 0　　　0 6　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pat 1　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　6 0　　　0
Pa 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0
Pe 1　　　9 0　　　3 0　　　0 0　　　1
Paie 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0
aCC．
Pane 16　　1321　　　9 2　　　0 0　　　0
Pおne 6　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pene 142　　　0 1　　　0 1　　　0 1　　　0
Peone 3　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Plne 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pθenne 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Penne 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Penlne 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Ponne 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pan 0　　　15 2　　　5 1　　　2 1　　　1
Pen 2　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pon 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　1 0　　　0
Pa 9　　　0 89　　　0 4　　　0 141　　　0
P器 1　　　0 6　　　0 0　　　0 5　　　0
Pe 10　　27 38　　85 3　　17 21　　103
Pea 1　　　0 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Peo 0　　　0 2　　　0 0　　　0 3　　　1
to 0　　　0 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pat 3　　　4 4　　　0 131　　111 1　　　0
P記t 0　　　0 0　　　0 2　　　0 0　　　0
Pet 0　　　0 O　　　O 5　　　0 0　　　0
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Pare 0　　　0 0　　　1 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pai 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　2
post－prep。
Pan 198　　2546　　32 91　　12182　　47
P紛n 4　　　0 1　　　0 1　　　0 1　　　0
Pen 13　　　0 1　　　0 9　　　0 8　　　0
6en 0　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0 1　　　0
Peon 2　　　0 0　　　0 8　　　0 O　　　O
Pon 82　　　0 3　　　0 54　　　0 24　　　0
60n 2　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0 0　　　0
Pane 11　　31 1　　　5 6　　　4 2　　　3
Pεene 4　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pene 23　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0 1　　　0
6ene 2　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pone 4　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Panne 1　　　0 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pare 2　　　6 30　　53 0　　　3 0　　　0
P紛re 1　　　0 13　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pera 0　　　0 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pere 2　　　0 89　　　0 4　　　0 0　　　0
6ere 0　　　0 1　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Par 0　　　1 0　　　3 0　　　0 0　　　1
Per 0　　　0 2　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0
Pat 3　　　2 2　　　0 28　　26 2　　　1
Pet 0　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0 0　　　0
P 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0
Pa 5　　　0 7　　　0 3　　　0 13　　　0
Pe 8　　26 3　　29 3　　11 4　　32
Pea 0　　　0 0　　　0 0　　　0 1　　　0
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1 . 2 The Demonstrative p es 
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1 . 3 The Possessives and Adjectives 
Here are discussed only strong forms, which are -es, -re and -ne. -en is 
not included, as it does not distinguish between the OE. strong dat. sg. 
form -um and the weak form -an.6 
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1 . 4 Deviations from Historical Gender Congruence 
The tables above show that historical gender congruence is generally 
well preserved in both texts. There are, however, occasional deviations. 
Apart from those apparently resulted from gender change or confusion, 
they tend to be found in specific circumstances irrespective of gender 
considerations. The following are the deviations of such kind: 
(1) -es found with fems. in gen. sg. contexts 
(2) -Vrt found with fem. in dat. sg. contexts 
(3) -rte found with non-mascs. in acc. sg. contexts 
(4) -re found with non-fems. in dat. sg. contexts (only in Otho) 
There is also a development of tripartite indeclinable forms, ~V, pVt 
and pVs (pis), which apparently gave rise to the present system of 
defining words, the, that and this. On this problem see the present 
writer's "On So-Called <Neutralization' in Early Middle English," 
Asterish, 9 (2000), 158-68. 
2 . Innovative Attributive Morphology as a Case Marker 
2 . O General Remarks 
When we talk about gender-distinctive forms, we must not lose sight of 
the fact that they are at the same tirne case-and number-distinctive. -ne, 
for example, is an unambiguous marker of the acc. case and the sg. 
number as well as of the masc. gender;-es, which only distinguishes the 
masc. or neut. from the fem., is a positive gen. case and sg. number 
marker;7 and -Vn demonstrative forms function as a positive dat. case 
marker, while distinguishing number only when used with fems. and 
marking the masc. or neut. gender ambiguously in sg. contexts. Thus 
gender is not the only factor that might trigger unhistorical congruence. 
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2 . I -es as a Genitive Case Marker 
There are a single occurrence in Cal. and two in Otho of -es in construc-
tion with fems. in gen. sg. contexts, though the ones found in the later 
text might represent an indeclinable form of the dernonstrative pes rather 
than the gen. of the demonstrative se: 
~a is~h pisses ledes king. bat him ne derede na~ing: (Cal. 1. 4815) 
then the king of this country saw that nothing threatened him. 
Luste~ louerdlinges: ich ham pis leod-king. (Otho l. 7400) 
Listen, Iordlings; I am king of the country, 
swlpe mochel we habbe~ isohtr bi pis see-rime. 
a lond be vs were icwemer (Otho 11. 3098-99a)8 
very much we have sought along the shore of the sea 
a land which would be pleasing to us, 
The fem. nouns employed here are also found with historical and leveled 
f orms : 
leod e: 
Me cudde Locrine: ~at was pissere leod king (Otho l. 1232)9 
Locrin, that was king of this country, was informed 
Urlrian h~hte ~at childer be iw~r~ bisse leodes king. (Cal. l. 3469) 
The boy was called Urian, that became king of this country, 
na pissere leodes folker for lauerd me halden. (Cal. l. 4728) 
nor the people of this country will hold me as ruler. 
ne pisse leod-folk: for louerd me holde. (Otho l. 4728)*o 
nor the people of this country will hold me as ruler. 
sce : 
vppe bar se-cleue: bat folk was igadered. (Otho l. 933) 
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upon the cliff of the sea the people was gathered. 
swi~e muchel we habbe0~ i-sohtr bi pisse s~-rime. 
a lond be us were li~er (Cal. 11. 3098-99a)n 
very much we have sought along the shore of this sea 
a land which would be pleasing to us, 
ferde bi here s~-brimmer (Cal. 1. 3183a) 
went along the coast of the sea, 
and Cezar rad 5eoLn]d Flaundre lond. an scewede ~~re s~-strondr 
(Cal. 1. 3610) 
and Caesar rode through the land of Flanders and viewed the shore of 
the sea, 
to (he)rbor3e hii w(en)de v(p)pe bar see-stronde. (Otho l. 3773) 
to the camp they went upon the shore of the sea. 
he verde vt of Douere~ bi ~are see-ofre. (Otho l. 4281) 
he went out of Dover along the coast of the sea. 
For the other examples see Cal. Il. 933, 3773, 4281, 5630, 6200, 7346 and 
7513 and Otho ll. 6200, 7346 and 7513. 
It must be noted here that the nominal form leodes found in Cal. shows 
an analogical extension of the gen. sg. masc. neut. ending -es to a fem. 
noun, which might reasonably suggest that attributive -es too functions 
as a gen. case marker regardless of gender considerations. -re, however, 
is by no means weak as a gen. case marker, as the same form is also found 
with pls. of all genders. In fact it is stronger than -es in view of the fact 
that while possessives and adjectives no longer mark the gen. sg. masc. 
neut. in Otho, -es replaced by a leveled or endingless form, -re is still 
frequently found particularly in pl. contexts.12 The instance of ~issere 
found alongside of leodes might illustrate either the strength of -re as a 
gen. marker or the genderlessness of -es nominal morphology or both. 
In Otho, there are also three occurrences of -es in pl. contexts, all of 
which, however, might represent an indeclinable use of pVs: 
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... axede ~e cnihtesr war(e) Iey be kinges. 
Me heom tahte in woche feldes: weren pis kinges teldes. (Otho ll. 2681-
82 ) 
asked the warriors where the kings were. 
They were taught in which fields the kings' tents were, 
Isah he one man sto(n)de bi bar halue. 
bat was bider icorner for to se pi(s) cnihtes game. ( Otho 11. 4074-75)13 
He saw a man standing by the side 
who had come there to see the game of the warriors. 
)e king sende his sonde to ~eos cnihtes hinne. 
bat hii swi~e sone to him-seolue come. (Otho 11. 6989-90) 
The king sent his word to the inn of the warriors 
that they should very soon come to hirnself. 
The nominal ending -es here might be better explained as extended from 
the norn. acc. pl. than from the gen. sg. 
Thus -es attributive morphology, being the only unarnbiguous gen. case 
marker, might have been utilized analogically as such, regardless of 
gender or possibly number considerations, though this tendency was 
checked by the existence of -re, which still remained strong as a gen. case 
marker. 
2 . 2 - Vn as a Dative Case Marker 
-Vn has a very strong analogical force as a dat. case marker, as it is 
legitimately found with all genders except for the fem. sg. Given its 
numerical superiority, it is highly probable that there has been an 
occasional spillover of -Vn to where -re is historically appropriate. There 
follow below all the examples of the unhistorical congruence which in no 
way seem to have resulted from gender change or confusion, together with 
several examples of historical congruence found alongside of them in 
construction with the same noun: 
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with blisse: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
Vnder ~ane blisse~ bare come manie harmes. (Otho l. 1231) 
Under the bliss there came many harms. 
b ) historical congruence: 
and hine burede: ine be Neuwe Troye. 
~at hire fader hafde imakid mid mochelere blisse. (Otho ll. 1050-51) 
and buried him in New Troy 
that their father had made with great joy. 
Leuede Belyn be king, in allere blisse. (Otho 1. 3023) 
Belin the king lived in all joy. 
mid mochelere (bl)isse: to borhwe hine brohte. (Otho l. 3370) 
with great joy brought him to the city, 
For the other examples see Otho ll. 3383 and 7459. 
with ~ruten: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
~u ~rt burh us bald king: inne pissen Brutene. (Cal . l. 7264) 
You are a powerful king in this Britain because of us. 
b ) historical congruence: 
heo nomen Ambrosie & V~er. 
& Ia[d]den heom ouer s~r in-to bere lasse Brutene. (Cal. Il. 6848b-49) 
they took Ambrosien and Uther 
and led them over the sea into the little Britain, 
swa ~at nis her burh nanr in pissere Bruttene. (Cal. l. 3554) 
so that there is no city here in this Britain 
& in ~issere Bruttene bur3es he a-weste. (Cal. 1. 5620) 
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and in this Britain he wasted cities. 
with (castel-)burh: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
He ferden to ~an bur3en: (Cal. l. 3073a) 
He went to the city, 
Hii verden to ~an borewe (Otho l. 3073a) 
He went to the city, 
~at ne moste ~er na mon in cumen. 
ne wi~-inne bon castel-burir (Cal. 11. 3345b-46a) 
so that no one could come in, 
wrthm the city, 
Hii nemen hire wepne: and forb gonne wende. 
wonderliche faster to ban borh of Excestre. (Otho ll. 4863-64) 
They took their weapons and went forth 
wondrously fast to the city of Exeter. 
hii wenden wel to bi-stelen: in-to ban borwe. (Otho l. 4865) 
they thought well to steal into the city, 
and alle be onstrong men: ~ane borh he dude wib-houte. (Otho 1. 3537) 
and all the weak men he did without the city, 
b ) historical congruence: 
~a ~e time com. bat be cnaue wes iboren: 
in ~ere burhe. ba brude dead iwear~ (Cal. 11. 148-49) 
When the time came that the boy was born 
in the city, the lady died. 
~e king i ~ere burh woneder swioe feola wintre. (Cal. l. 1024) 
The king in the city lived very many years. 
& hine bi-burien in Newe Troye bere burh3e. (Cal. l. 1050) 
and buried him in the city of New Troy 
and saide (heom bi-t)..ne: in bare borh .(f Rom)e. (Otho l. 2913) 
and said between them in the city of Rome, 
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in-to bare borh he sende word: (Otho 1. 334la) 
into the city he sent word 
and hi to-gadere come: in bare borh of Rome. (Otho 1. 4601) 
and they came together in the city of Rome. 
For the other examples see Cal. 11. 1774, 1803, 2128, 2653, 2868, 2913, 
3222, 3341, 3351, 3537, 4601, 4865, 5310, 5348, 5353, 5611, 5859, 5968, 
6204, 6254 and 7761 and Otho 11. 5611, 5968, 6204 and 7761. 
with dic: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
and wib-houte Dense: bat in ban dich leie. (Otho 1. 6285) 
and except for the Danes that in the ditch lay. 
~o leide me wal: a ~an dich oueral. (Otho l. 7722) 
then a wall was made all around the ditch, 
b ) historical congruence: 
and fubten feondeliche~ dun in ~are dich. (Otho l. 7967) 
and fought fiendishly down in the ditch, 
with ferde: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
~at feht wes wnder strongr ipa Corineus of wode com. 
mid michelene ferde~ Brutun to fulste. (Cal. Il. 874-75) 
The fight was very fierce when Corineus came out of the wood 
with a great army to the aid of Brutus. 
mid ferde ipan meste~ he com to Portchestre. (Otho 1. 5606) 
with a very large army he came to Portchester. 
b ) historical congruence: 
~at Pandrasus be kingi him towardes com. 
mid muchelere ferde. (Cal. Il. 259-60a) 
that Pandrasus the king was coming toward him 
with a large army. 
~at Pandrasus ~(e) king: him towardes com. 
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mid mochelere ferder (Otho ll. 259-60a) 
that Pandrasus the king was coming toward him 
with a large army. 
~er ~e king walde for~r mid muchelere his ferde. (Cal. l. 765) 
where the king would pass with his large army. 
Goffar mid pire ferder wi wolt bu fleam makian. (Cal. l. 790) 
Goffar, why are you fleeing with your army? 
3eo com to ~are ferde bat icome was to pisse er~e. (Otho l. 2494) 
She came to the army that had come to this land. 
and alle for~ geinder toward bare ferde. (Otho l. 6406) 
and all went forth toward the army. 
For the other examples see Cal. 11. 1319, 1837, 1842, 2494, 4111, 5423, 
5602, 6164, 6223 6227, 6406 and 7713 and Otho ll. 1319, 1842 and 6651. 
with fore: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
& bi-~enc be of ban fore. hu bu mine fader swore. (Cal. 1. 4910) 
And think of the circumstances, how you swore to my father 
b ) historical congruence: 
& in bera ilke uorer heo f~Iden of his i-ueren. (Cal. 1. 840) 
and in the same attack they felled of his companions, 
& Brennes ~e riche: softe heom beh ~fter. 
mid starkere fore: ferde to-ward Rome. (Cal. 11. 2776-77) 
and the strong Brenne steadily went after them, 
with a mighty force marched toward Rome. 
& talden him ti~ende. 
of alle bere forer ~e Petrus dude in Rome. (Cal. 11. 5045b-46) 
and told him tidings 
of all the deeds which Peter had done in Rome, 
with forward: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
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and　hi　mid　pan　forewardr　wende　eft　a3en－ward．（αん01．2729）
and　he　with　the　promise　went　away　again，
with　Zα…～∫厩：
a）　unhistorical　congruence：
He　clepe（ie　to1）an　leaf（lir　（0オho1．597a）
Hecalledtothelady；
with　lθodlθ：
a）unhistoricalcongruence：
pat　he　heom　wolde　leadenr　out　of　pane　leoden，（σαZ。L182）
that　he　would　lead　them　out　of　the　land，
PεしOrleS　WeOme　iWendey　SWi6e　fOr　peOnne．
in－to　pon　leode　efter　monkunner　pe　heom　sculden［fulsten］．
（σα1．11．2863－65）
The　noble　men　had　gone　far　away　from　there
into　the　land　after　men　who　could　help　them，
f・r6heg・nli6enrut・fpissenle・den．（σα1．1．5838）
he　went　forth　out　of　this　land．
heoriden3eondpおnleode，（σα1．1．5844a）
they　ro（le　through　the　lan（i，
　　　　　　　　　　　　Pa　SeXte　SCal　fOr61i6e．
utofpanleodertou［n］cu6e1・nde．（σα1．11．6917b－18）
　　　　　　　　　　　　the　sixth　must　go　forth
out　of　the　lan（l　to　a　foreign　lan（1．
b）historicalcongruence：
＆scεし1beon　eouwer　lauerdr　inne　pissere　leoden．（σα1．1．1824）
an（i　shall　be　your　lor（l　in　this　lan（i，
paclupedenhe・luder3e・ndparele・den．（σαZ，1．2939）
then　they　calle（10ut　lou（lly　over　the　peoPle，
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~er is iboren an luttel childr inne ~ere leoden. (Cal. l. 4551) 
There is born a little child in the land. 
For the other examples see Cal. 11. 2337, 2400, 4809, 6436, and 7895. 
with lufe: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
he 3ef heo his stepmoder~ for ~on lofe of his bro~er. (Cal. l. 113) 
he gave it to his stepmother for the love of his brother, 
b ) historical congruence : 
& ich for-beoder heolde mine beinen. 
vppe bere muchele lufer ~e us bi-tuei5en lio. (Cal. Il. 393-94) 
and I order my old thanes, 
by the great love which lies between us, 
He ~oute of his swefne: & hou be l~fdi him s~ide. 
mid muchelere lufe: (Cal. 11. 630-3la) 
He thought of his dream, and how the lady spoke to him 
with great love. 
)at heo duden for muchelere luuer (Cal. l. 3035a) 
That they did for great love, 
with moder: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
bi-nome was ~an moderr hire deal of londe. (Otho l. 2009) 
from the mother was taken away her deal of land. 
with neode: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
3ef hii 3am wolde helpe to ban ilke neode. (Otho 1. 6178) 
if they would help them in that need, 
b ) historical congruence : 
Brutus hine bi-~ohte: of solchere neode. (Otho l. 337) 
Brutus thought of such need, 
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At he3ere neode: ipou most me nou reade. (Otho 1. 4376) 
Now in great need, you must advise me, 
and he cleopede him to: alle his wise cnihtes. 
for to him reader at sochere neode. (Otho 11. 5495-96) 
and he summoned to him all his wise men 
to advise him in such need, 
For the other example see Otho 1. 6641. 
with (mid-)niht: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
he a-ras to ban mid-nihte. (Cal. 1. 378la) 
He arose at midnight, 
)a hi[t] com to ban nihte~ bo dealde hire[d]-cnihtes. (Otho 1. 7488) 
When it came to night, then the company dispersed, 
b ) historical congruence: 
& ~1 dai heo r~mdenr & resden to ban castle. 
~at com to ~ere nihter (Cal. Il. 841-42a) 
and all day they attacked and rushed to the castle 
until it came to night, 
& al makeden heore faren: alse ha wolden a ~are niht faren. (Cal. l. 
2793 ) 
and had made all their proceeding as if they would go at night. 
~at seide heorn to s0~er bat ba eorles comen. 
in ~er ilke nihter mid ten ~usend cnihten. (Cal. 11. 2869-70) 
that informed thern truly that the noble men would come 
that night with ten thousand warriors, 
hine bi-wakede bare niht: twenti hundred cnihtes. (Otho 1. 3777) 
twenty hundred warriors guarded the camp that night, 
)o hit com to ~are nihter ne mihte Cesar na-more fihte. (Otho l. 3961) 
When it came to night. Caesar could no longer fight. 
and to bare mid-nihter fleh mid his cnihtes. (Otho l. 3981) 
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and at midnight fled with his men 
For the other exarnples see Cal. Il. 3777, 3961, 3963 and 7488, and Otho 
1. 3781. 
with quene: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
to wreken .ire teone: of ~an kinge and lpane cwene. (Otho 1. 1234) 
to avenge her suffering on the king and the queen. 
Alle ~e richer heolde mid ~an cwene. (Otho l. 4915) 
A11 the rich held with the queen. 
b) historical congruence: 
Seob~e hit was icleoped: Wales for ~are cwene Galoes. (Otho l. 1061) 
Since it was called Wales after the queen Galoes, 
and his sweyn he forb sende~ bat was hiredman hende. 
to bare cwene Gordoiller (Otho ll. 1754-55a) 
and he sent forth his swain that was a good retainer 
to the queen Cordoille, 
~o was mochel speche ouer al ~eos kineriche. 
of luden bare cwener (Otho ll. 2005-06a) 
Then there was a great talk throughout all this kingdom 
of Judon the queen, 
For the other examples see Otho 11. 1172, 4819 and 4919. 
with rode: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
an 3eo fale 3err mid ban rode wonede ~ar. (Otho 1. 5573) 
and she remained there with the rood many years, 
with sce : 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
In ~an see ifunde vt-1awes ~e strengest ~e weren in pilke daies. (Otho 
l. 644) 
In the sea they found outlaws that were the strongest in those days, 
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for h(ii) h(a)dde in ~an see mochel w(o)we isoffred. (Otho l. 3124) 
for they had suffered great woe in the sea, 
hii wende bi see-side~ in han see wide. (Otho 1. 4860) 
they went along the coast in the wide sea. 
b) historical congruence: 
wenden ript to bare seer selie cnibtes (Otho l. 549) 
the noble men went directly to the sea. 
~at lond his bi-vrne~ mid bare see narue. (Otho 1. 619a) 
that land is surrounded by the narrow sea, 
~at hii to ~are see verde bare lai be ferde. (Otho l. 708) 
that they should go to the sea where the army lay, 
For the other examples see Otho ll. 887, 1747, 2258, 2259, 2370, 2567, 
3209, 3723, 4249, 4617, 4852, 5629, 5991, 6043, 6335 and 7374. 
with sorh3e: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
)o was mochel speche ouer al beos kineriche. 
and of ban sorewe ~at icome was to londe. (Otho ll. 2005-07) 
Then there was great talk throughout all this kingdom 
and of the sorrow that had come to the land. 
ich wolle telle ou sobrihtes. 
of bane mochele sorewer (Otho ll. 6722b-23a) 
I will tell you frankly 
of the great sorrow, 
b ) historical congruence: 
and aste3e bane hulr mid mochelere sorewe. (Otho l. 4335) 
and climbed the hill with great sorrow. 
with spceche: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
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)ar was mani heh Brut. at ~an ilke speche. (Otho l. 7301) 
There was many a high Briton at that assembly, 
b ) historical congruence: 
mid mildere specher he gan his louerd grete. (Otho 1. 6639) 
with mild words he greeted his lord, 
~o saide be king mid cwickere speche. (Otho l. 7887) 
Then the king said with lively words, 
with strengbe: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
Euelyn bane staf gropr mid gram[er]e streng~(e) (Otho 1. 4077)*" 
A3velin seized the staff with fierce strength, 
b ) historical congruence: 
Hii verde toward Humbert mid e3ere strengbe. (Otho 1. 1094) 
They went toward Humber with a mighty force, 
And Gordoille heold pis lond mid godere strengbe (Otho l. 1861) 
And Cordoille held this land with good strength. 
~are he of-tok Morganr mid mochelere strengbe. (Otho 1. 1924) 
there he overtook Morgan with great strength, 
For the other examples see Otho 11. 3068, 3956, 4777, 5180, 5556, 5619, 
5907, 6377 and 6411. 
with peode: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
and he wende sorhful vt: ouer see-stremes. 
in-to Greclonde bere he his cun funde. 
and manie of ban beoder (Otho ll. 165-69a) 
and he went sorrowfully out over the sea 
to Greece, where he found his kin, 
and many of the countrymen, 
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on hure anne sone he strenede. 
Ebrac was ihoter ouer al ~an beode. (Otho 11. 1286b-87) 
he begot on her a son. 
He was called Ebrauc throughout the country. 
bat he mihte ridenr 3eond alle ~anne beoden. (Cal. 1. 1628) 
that he might ride throughout all the country, 
Se0~~en corn Redion: & r~dden pissen ~eoden 
half 3er & seouen nihtr (Cal. Il. 3508-09a) 
Then came Redion and governed this nation 
half a year and seven night; 
he sette feire beauwes: in ~issen beoden. (Cal. l. 3570) 
he set fair customs in this country, 
swa ~at Rornleode. comen to pissen ipeoden~ (Cal. l. 3583) 
so that the Romans came to this country, 
of alle pissen beoden: come to b~re neode. 
to Cassibellaune: kinge of pissen londe. (Cal. 11. 3716-17) 
from all this country people came in the need 
to Cassibellaunus, king of this land. 
b ) historical congruence : 
We scullen of pissere beode. cumen to ~ire neode. (Cal. 1. 2701) 
We shall come from this country in your need, 
he hauede bi ~are wimman: enne swi~e wandliche sune. 
Morpidus ihatenr monnene strengest. 
of maine and of ipeauwe; of alle pissere ~eode. (Cal. 11. 3169-71) 
he had by the woman a very fine son 
called Morpidus, the strongest of men 
of main and of manner of all this country. 
so ~at Romleode, com to pissere beode. (Otho 1. 3583) 
so that the Romans came to this country, 
Costantin heom bit~hte Rome. 
to r~den ba ledenr to dihten bere ipeoden. (Cal. Il. 5563b-64) 
Constantin entrusted Rome to them 
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to rule the people, to govern the nation. 
For the other examples see Cal. Il. 248, 530, 3543, 3693, 4569, 4835, 
5059, 5713, 6069, 6574 and 6597. 
with tide7ide: 
a ) unhistorical congruence 
Assaracus heuede enne brober: be wes under wedlac iboren~ 
after ben he6ene tidende: (Cal. Il. 199-200a) 
Assaracus had a brother who was born in wedlock 
after the heathen custom, 
It is possible that some examples of the unhistorical congruence cited here 
actually represent historical congruence with pl. head nouns, but such 
ambiguity of nominal forms as to number itself should also be held 
responsible for the analogical extension of the -Vn forms. There seems to 
be no defined tendency in the choice between historical and unhistorical 
forms, despite Jones' very tentative argument that -Vn, -ne and -re each 
have developed an innovative usage of signaling a specific case relation-
ship;** the first and the second should rather be regarded as occasional 
variations and examples of the last, found only in Otho, do not seem to 
signal any specific case relationship (see 2.4) . 
2 . 3 -ne as an Accusative Case Marker 
In acc. sg. contexts in a position where the employment of the weak 
form is unlikely we often find -ne in construction with non-mascs. which 
in no way seem to have undergone gender change. There follow below all 
the examples of the unhistorical congruence, together with several 
exarnples of historical congruence found alongside of them in construction 
with the same noun. Those found with fem. nouns are: 
with boc: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
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Boc he nom ~an ~ridde. (Otho 1. 19a) 
He took a third book, 
and ipane hilke boc tock us to bisne. (Otho l. 28) 
and the same book took us for pattern. 
b ) historical congruence: 
and nom be Englisse boc. bat makede Seint Bede. (Otho 1. 16) 
and took the English book that ~aint Bede composed. 
Nu biddeb Laweman. echne godne mon. 
for ~e mistie Godes loue. bat bes boc redeb･ (Otho ll. 29-30) 
Now La3arnon begs every good man, 
for the love of mighty God, that he should read this book, 
with burh: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
Erest he makede anne borh: (Otho 1. 1332a) 
First he made a city, 
He makede anne riche borh: (Otho l. 1408a) 
He made a splendid city, 
Belin ferde to Walesr & anne burh makede. (Cal. 1. 2992) 
Belin went to Wales and built a city, 
Hii bi-wonne ~ane borh; (Otho l. 3010a) 
They captured the city, 
~ane borh ich lofuie swibe. (Otho l. 4013b) 
the city 1 Iove very much, 
bane wonsome borhr hii barnde to douste. (Otho l. 4699) 
the splendid city they burned to ashes. 
for bere muchele blisse. heo ar~rden enne bur3e: (Cal. 1. 4775) 
for the great bliss they built a city, 
bane borh 3ef he Claudius be he3e king Aruiragus. (Otho l. 4778) 
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the city he gave to Claudius the high king Arviragus, 
and ban borh bi-wuster wel mid ~an beste. (Otho 1. 4868) 
and defended the city very successfully. 
and bane borh nemen: (Otho l. 6098a) 
and took the city, 
Ac nelle ich castel ne borh nanne ~e bi-take. (Otho l. 7069)~* 
But I will not entrust you with a castle or a city, 
~enne ne mai be atwiter ~e h~ne ne ~e riche. 
bat bu ~i h~hne burh3er h~~ene monne habbe bi-t~ht. (Cal. Il. 7082-
83 ) 
Then neither the rich nor the poor can reproach you 
that you have entrusted any high city to a heathen man. 
b ) historical congruence : 
bas burh he luuede swi~e. (Cal. l. 1023b) 
this city he loved very much. 
bes borh he louede swibe. (Otho l. 1023b) 
this city he loved very much. 
~a Brutus hefde imaked ~a heh3e burhr (Cal. l. 1037a) 
When Brutus had built the high city, 
~o Brutu. ...de imaked. be he3e bo.. (Otho 1. 1037a) 
When Brutus had built the high city, 
He heom bi-tahte ba burhr (Cal. 1. 1039) 
He entrusted the city to them, 
He bi-tahte 3am ~e borhr (Otho l. 1039) 
He entrusted the city to them, 
For the other examples see Cal. 11. 2835, 2953, 2954, 3010, 3016, 3018, 
3538, 3544, 3629, 4013, 4699, 4703, 4778, 4799, 4868, 4876, 5180, 5356, 
5357, 5861 and 5864, and Otho 11. 1023, 2835, 2953, 2954, 3016, 3018, 
3544, 3629, 4703, 4799, 4876, 5180, 5864 and 7794. 
with mod-care: 
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a ) unhistorical congruence: 
& ipolede bene mod-karer (Cal. 1. 1556a)*' 
and endured the sorrow of mind, 
Of nane quike monne. n~uede he care n~nne: (Cal. l. 5226) 
of no one alive he had no carer 
her-uore heo h~fden muchelne karer (Cal. l. 6747b) 
for this they had great care. 
with dic: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
He lette makien enne dic: (Cal. 1. 325a) 
He had a ditch dug, 
bat he lette makien ~nne dic: (Cal. 1. 516la) 
that he had a ditch dug, 
And hii bi-gonne verlichr anne swibe deope dich. (Otho 1. 6198) 
And they began speedily a very deep ditch, 
Let delue bane dich anon. (Otho 1. 793lb) 
Have the ditch dug anon 
b ) historical congruence: 
& seo~~e heo heom dihten: to bi-witen ba dich mid cnihten. (Cal. l. 
6202 ) 
and then they ordered them to have the ditch guarded by warriors. 
Let deluen ipas dichr (Cal. 1. 7932a) 
Have this ditch dug 
with dohter: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
~es king h~fuede enne dohterr (Cal. l. 5443a) 
This king had a daughter, 
ha h~huede Adionardr ~nne dohter swi~e deore. (Cal. l. 5945) 
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Then Athionard had a very dear daughter; 
b ) historical congruence: 
Dohter ich habbe ba briddar (Cal. l. 1583a) 
I have the third daughter, 
with ferde: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
& ne0~eles we heorn scullen senden. ferde of pissen ~rder 
of bissen ~nde. ~nne ~lpi verde: (Cal. Il. 6186-87) 
And nevertheless we shall send send thern an army frorn this land, 
a single army from this region. 
b ) historical congruence : 
al ba ferder heo falden to grunde. (Cal. 1. 2116) 
all the army they felled to the ground, 
he nom al ~a ferde: of Brut-londes ~rde. (Cal. l. 4872) 
he took all the army of the land of Britain, 
& buden al ~a ferde. of Brut-10ndes ~rde: (Cal. 1. 6190) 
and gathered all the army of the land of Britain, 
For the other example see Cal. 1. 6272. 
with hond: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
Ne come 3e neuere wid-hute sipes bordr hare ich sende 30u sotel word. 
wa~er ich mawe ~an ouere hond~ habbe of ban kinge. (Otho 11. 761-62) 
Do not come out of the ships before I send you clear word 
whether I can have the upper hand over the king. 
b ) historical congruence: 
ac Brutus hafde be ouere hond: (Otho 1. 647a) 
but Brutus had the upper hand ; 
Gwendoleine hafde ~e ouere hond (Otho 1. 1242a) 
Guendoleine had the upper hand, 
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and be hond of swipte. (Otho l. 408lb) 
and struck off the hand; 
For the other example see Otho 1. 7603. 
with lcefdi : 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
3et we habbe~ anne l~uedir (Cal. 1. 6943a) 
Yet we have a lady, 
b ) historical congruence: 
& nom him ~a lafdie: (Cal. 1. 7808a) 
and took the lady with him, 
& brohte ~a lauedi. (Cal. 1. 7812b) 
and brought the lady, 
& ~a l~uedi aueng: mid swioe u~ire 1~ten. (Cal. 1. 7815) 
and received the lady with very fair looks; 
with moder: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
Nefde 3e ba enne fader: and beie enne moder. (Cal. l. 2159) 
Did not you both have the same father and mother, 
with niht: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
Nes he ber buten enne niht. (Cal. 1. 4690a) 
He had not been there but one night, 
b ) historical congruence: 
& alle ~a nihte. grei~eden his cnihtesr (Cal. 1. 3978) 
and all the night his men prepared 
Those found with neuts. are: 
with (munec) child: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
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for heo ne dursten for Goder don ber ~a misbode. 
nime bane munec child: & makien Brut-10ndes king. (Cal. Il. 6613 14)*8 
for they dared not, for fear of God, do there the misdeed, 
take the monk child and make him king of Britain. 
b ) historical congruence: 
nome heo hirn ar~hten. and Gloi bat child hahtenr (Cal. l. 4797) 
they gave him a narne and called the child Gloi. 
& Bruttus nome bat child~ (Cal. 1. 5528a) 
And the Britons took the child, 
& Costantin be king: Iuuede swi~e bat child. (Cal. l. 5582) 
and Constantin the king loved the child very much. 
For the other examples see Cal. Il. 4805, 6567 and 6600. 
with folc: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
~e ilke make~ bat water hot: & ban folc halwende. (Cal. 1. 1424) 
The same makes the water hot and the people healing. 
~e (ilke ....~ bat wa)ter hot and (~an ...c hele~) (Otho 1. 1424) 
The sarne makes the water hot and heals the people. 
b ) historical congruence: 
four and britti winter he held bat londr 
and bat folke mid blisse. (Otho 11. 122-23) 
for thirty four years he held the land 
and the people in bliss. 
(h)e hehte ~at folck .....(en, and) ..men to him (Otho l. 214) 
he ordered the people to assemble and come to hirn, 
& breate~ ~ene castel. 
& bat folc ~er-inner (Cal. 11. 322b-23a) 
and threatened the castle 
and the people therein, 
and brettede ban castle. 
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and ~at folk wid-iner (Otho ll. 322b-23a) 
and threatened the castle 
and the people therein, 
& hefde bat lond swi6e awestr& bat folc swioe awemmed. (Cal. l. 1106) 
and had severely wasted the land and greatly harmed the people. 
Heo g~derede to-sumner alle hire sibbe. freond 
& alle bat cu~e folk: (Cal. 11. 1222-24a) 
She gathered together all her kindred friends 
and all the country people 
For the other examples see Cal. Il. 1002, 1658, 3216, 3288, 4086, 4698, 
5099, 5902, 6053, 6407, 7426 and 7550, and Otho 11. 653, 1658, 1896, 2052, 
2601, 2734, 3288, 3304, 4698, 5087, 5284, 5902, 6407, 7426 and 7794. 
with gome: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
and ~orh pisne ilke gamer ~e lawe come to londe. (Otho 1. 7163) 
and through this sarne game the usages came to the land, 
with gri6: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
ouer-al me brac bene gri6r (Cal. l. 2013b) 
everywhere the peace was broken. 
b ) historical congruence : 
Membriz hefde inomen bat grior (Cal. l. 1279) 
Menbriz had taken the truce, 
Heo for3eten here 3islesr & bat grio bat heo 3urden. (Cal. l. 2750) 
They abandoned their hostages and the truce they had asked for, 
with winter: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
and ~e kaiser mid his veres al bon winter wonede here. (Otho 1. 4473) 
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and the ernperor with his companions all the winter remained here. 
b ) historical congruence: 
and Vaspasian and hiis i-veresr al ~at winter wonede ere. ( Otho 1. 4930) 
and Vaspasien and his cornpanions all that winter rernained here, 
with 3er: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
3eond al he sette reuwen: stronge & h~3en. 
~[e] fengen ba lond-gauelr & mid ban feo sculden faren. 
~uer-alcne 3erer to 0~res beon ture. (Cal. Il. 3883-85) 
over all he set reeves, strong and noble, 
who should take the land-tax and with the money should go 
every year to Otheres the tower. 
b ) historical congruence: 
swa al bet halue 3er: mid al his hirede he wes ber. (Cal. l. 1687) 
so the whole half year he was there with all his followers. 
These instances seem to suggest that -rte attributive morphology 
functions as an acc. case marker, regardless of gender considerations. 
Those at 11. 325 and 2992 in Cal. are especially important. Consider the 
examples again, which are quoted this time with some of the surrounding 
discourse : 
Belin ferde to Wales: & anne burh makede. 
he heo makeda ~b[~]~eler uppen Uske ~an w~tere. (Cal. 11. 2992-93) 
Belin went to Wales and built a city 
- he made it noble - upon the river Usk. 
He lette makien enne dicr be wes wnderliche deop. 
abouten his ferder & feiede heo mid ~ornen. (Cal. Il. 325-26) 
He had a ditch dug, which was very deep, 
around his army and strengthened it with thorns, 
The use of fern. pronouns almost immediately after their antecedent 
nouns showing unhistorical congruence with masc. attributive forms 
indicates the genderlessness of -ne as well as the writer/scribe's 
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recognition of the nouns as fem. 
There are also three occurrences in Cal. and one in Otho of -ne in acc. 
pl. contexts exclusive of where prepositions are involved, which indicates 
that the form is also used regardless of number considerations:15 
Ne bidde ich nanne ma~mesr (Cal. l. 1605a) 
I ask for no treasures, 
(hii comen) .. ... neode~ (to driuen vt ban) ..leode. (Otho 1. 2485)20 
(that) they should come (in his) need to drive out the foreigners. 
& wreken ~an si~es: and ure wi~er-i-winnen. (Cal. 1. 2851) 
and avenge the mishaps on our enemy, 
& falden ~ene ~Iden nomenr ~fter heore wille. (Cal. 1. 3552) 
and abolished the old names after their will 
There seems to be a further development in Otho as represented by the 
instances of burh and dic. Both nouns, which are more or less consistently 
found with fem. attributive forms in Cal., have come to assume very 
strong masc. characteristics. The following instances of masc. pronouns 
referring to them clearly show the writer/scribe's recognition of the 
nouns as masc. : 
burh: 
Kair Leir hehte be borhr leof he was ~a(n) king. (Otho 1. 1455) 
the city was called Kaer Leir - it was dear to the king -
)e (b)or3 was w(e)1 i3arket; i.e lutel time. 
h. hine 3ef hi. (st..moder)r (Otho ll. 112-13a) 
The city was well built in a little time; 
he gave it to his stepmother 
Erest he makede anne borhr and Kayr Eubrac hine cleopede. (Otho l. 
1332 ) 
First he built a city and called it Kaer Ebrauc, 
For the other examples see Otho ll. 1026, 1032, 1335, 1337, 1340, 1388, 
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1454, 2995, 2995, 2996, 3539, 3540, 4611, 4701, 4801, 4866 and 5814. 
d ic: 
bo hii pider come: dich i dolue sone. 
)o he was hi-dolue: alse he beo solde. (Otho 11. 7716-21) 
when they came there, they soon dug a ditch. 
When it had been dug as it should be, 
Let delue bane dich anon. 
soue fet deoppere: ~ane he his noube. (Otho 1. 793lb-32) 
Have the ditch dug anon 
seven feet deeper than it is now, 
And hii bi-gonne verlich: anne swibe deope dich. 
and su~~e he hit dihte to witie hine mid cnihtes. (Otho 11. 6198-6202) 
And they began speedily a very deep ditch, 
and then he ordered to guard it with warriors. 
In the case of the former noun, however, there are more than occasional 
instances of it referred to by historical fem. pronouns, along with those 
by neut. pronouns, which represent yet another kind of unhistorical 
gender congruence.21 The examples of the former are : 
)o be borh was imakid: heo was swibe deore. (Otho l. 1015) 
When the city was built, it was very precious. 
~e borh was swipe wel idon: and he hire sette name on. (Otho l. 1016) 
The city was very well built and he set a name on it; 
bes borh he louede swibe. 
heo lette loude cleopie: ouer al his folke. (Otho ll. 1023b-25)22 
this city he loved very much; 
(he) had it loudly proclairned among all his people, 
For the other examples see Otho 11. 1017, 4780, 4780, 4783, 7102 and 
7103. 
Those of the latter are: 
bes borh he louede swibe. 
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Su~~e com o~er tyr and niwe tidinger 
bat men hit cleopede Lunden ouer al ~e beode. (Otho 11. 1023b-28) 
this city he loved very much. 
Then carne other glory and a new usage 
so that it was called Lundin all over the country. 
Kair Leir hehte ~e borhr leof he was ipa(n) king. 
In ban eolde dai3er hit was a borh riche. (Otho ll. 1455-57) 
the city was called Kaer Leir - it was dear to the king -
In the old days it was a noble city; 
Hii bi-wonne ~ane borh: ~at Kair Vske was ihote. 
For beos ilke legiuns: hii hit cleopede Kairliuns. (Otho 11. 3010-12) 
They captured the city which was called Kaer Usk, 
For these same legions they called it Kaer Leon. 
For the other examples see Otho ll. 1029, 1030, 3016, 3545 and 3548. 
This fluctuation in gender might represent an intermediate stage of the 
process of gender change, where -ne attributive morphology, which had 
originally extended to non-mascs. as a pure acc. case marker, came to be 
regarded wrongly as indicating the masc. gender. This should have 
happened with wider frequency to fems. than to neuts. in view of the fact 
that, while the neut. tends to be marked unambiguously by pis and bVt 
in nom. and acc. sg. contexts, the fem. has come to be indicated less 
frequently and markedly, owing to the analogical extension of -Vn and the 
spread of indeclinable and leveled forms. In fact, there are only 103 
occurrences of -re dat. forms in Otho, as opposed to 390 in Cal.; and 
50.40/0 (60/119) of all occurrences of the demonstrative se in construction 
with fems. in dat. sg. contexts with or without prepositions fail to 
indicate the fern. gender, with 26.90/0 (32/119) among them further 
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indicating the "wrong" one. We can certainly expect to see more of this 
fluctuation or change in gender in the generations to corne, as English 
speakers were less frequently and sometimes wrongly reminded of gender. 
-rte attributive morphology, being the only unarnbiguous acc. case 
marker, seems to have been utilized analogically as such, regardless of 
gender or number considerations, which in combination with the 
analogical extension of -es and -Vn might sometimes have led to the 
reclassification especially of fems. to the masc. gender. 
2 . 4 Unhistorical -re 
There are nine post-prepositional occurrences of -re in construction with 
non-fems. which in no way seem to have undergone gender change or 
confusion. It must be noted that they are found only in Otho. The 
following are examples of the unhistorical and the historical forms found 
alongside of them in construction with the same noun. Those found with 
mascs. are: 
with dced: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
bat hii ~e hatieb swi~er into ~are bare dea~e. (Otho 1. 7035) 
that they hate you very much into the bare death. 
b ) historical congruence: 
for alle were ~e wifmenr a-wild to ~an deabe. (Otho l. 6029) 
for all the women were destroyed to the death. 
with gurdel: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
be-nibe ~are gurdel hit his fis. (Otho l. 664b) 
below the girdle it is fish. 
b ) historical congruence: 
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igrop hine bi ~an gurdler and hine mainliche heof. (Otho l. 958) 
gripped him by the girdle and heaved him violently. 
with mon: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
)orh bissere gode manr onderfeng bis lond Cristendom. (Otho l. 5040) 
Through this noble man this land received Christendom. 
with stude: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
in bare stude he worb fordon. (Otho l. 4105b) 
on the spot he shall be killed. 
b ) historical congruence: 
vppen ~an ilke studer ipar he Rodrich for-dude. 
he lette arere anon~ ane selcube ston. (Otho ll. 4965-66) 
upon the same spot where he had killed Rodric 
he had anon a strange stone set up. 
Those found with neuts are: 
with cun: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
As...(acus ih)... of he3ere cunne (Otho l. 192) 
called Assaracus, of high kin. 
b ) historical congruence: 
~o nas ~ar noht of ~an cunner bat mihte pis kinedom habbe. (Otho l. 
2010) 
Then there was no one of the kin that could have this kingdom, 
Su~~en com Porex an Keryn~ ~at were of ~an ilke cun. (Otho l. 3448) 
Then came Porex and Cherin, who were of the same kin. 
and wimman him 3efue. 
of ~an heheste cunner (Otho ll. 5576b-77a) 
and gave him a woman 
of the highest kin 
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For the other exarnples see Otho ll. 7349 and 7432. 
with folc: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
Carais com to see mid mochelere folke. (Otho 1. 5262) 
Carrais came to the sea with marvelous people; 
b ) historical congruence : 
~ere he his cun funde. 
of ~an folke of Troye: (Otho 11. 166b-67a) 
where he found his kin 
of the people of Troy, 
and a-non leide to han grunde of ban folke breo bousend. (Otho 1. 836) 
and anon laid three thousand of the people to the ground. 
hii leopen to ~an folke. (Otho 1. 920a) 
they leaped to the people, 
For the other examples see Otho 11. 1036, 1207, 2610, 2613, 2684, 3143, 
3211, 3372, 3612, 4369, 4587, 5379 and 7557. 
with lond: 
a ) unhistorical congruence: 
bou hart ~orh vs bold kingr in pissere londe. (Otho l. 7264) 
you are through us a bold king in this land; 
b ) historical congruence: 
bat he 3am wolde le... vt of ban londe (Otho 1. 182) 
that he would lead thern out of the land, 
wonieb in ~an londe eatantes stronge. (Otho l. 623) 
In the land strong giants live. 
hii nome[n] of ban londe al bat hii wolde. (Otho 1. 656) 
they took out of the land all that they wanted. 
For the other examples see Otho ll. 679, 985, 1163, 1843, 2737, 3000, 
3034, 3069, 3198, 3630, 3635, 3919, 4662, 4862, 5022, 5447, 5538, 5847, 
5862, 5960, 6393, 7754 and 7823. 
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with spel: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
Hii habbeip me itold. wib sobere spelle (Otho 1. 6647) 
They had told me with true words 
with water: 
a ) unhistorical congruence : 
~at Hengest lay at Epiford. 
vppe bare waterer bat Darwent his ihote. (Otho 11. 733lb-32) 
that Hengest lay at Epiford 
upon the river that is called Darewent. 
b ) historical congruence: 
and one borh makede. 
vppen ban waterel bat Vske was i-hote. (Otho 11. 2992b-93) 
and built a city 
upon the river that is called Usk. 
Wat wonieb in ~an grunde: bi-halues ban watere. (Otho l. 7948) 
What lives in the ground beside the water? 
Jones assigns innovative functions to the -re attributive forms of showing 
the "circumstantial allative non-temporal argument status" 
( Grammatical Gender, p. 204 ) or "the shared speaker/hearer knowledge 
status of the second mentioned N in the discourse context" (ibid. , p. 215) , 
which, to the present writer's mind, is a false conclusion reached mainly 
by his erroneous treatment of "compounds"23 and flat rejection of gender 
change theory of any kind.24 Even if what he says is true, the number of 
instances in favor of it is too limited to be regarded as constituting a 
defined tendency. In either case -re attributive forms do not seem to have 
played an important role in the later development of the grammatical 
category of gender, as they are quickly falling out of use. 
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3 . Conclusion 
As seen above, most of the deviations from historical gender congruence 
can be explained as an innovative use of -es, -Vrt and -ne attributive forms 
respectively as a pure gen., dat. and acc. case marker. It must be 
remembered here, however, that they still have quite a long way to go to 
replacing the old system of gender, which clearly remains the norm even in 
the later text. In fact, considering the yet strong awareness of gender and 
the short time left till the complete loss of the distinctive attributive 
forms, it is doubtful that the replacement ever took place in any consis-
tent manner. Those deviations discussed here are essentially the same 
kind of "mistakes" as children will make of extending the more numerous 
and/or unambiguous forms, e. g. the regular preterit ending -(e)d, to 
the less so ones. Such mistakes, while they are often disregarded as such, 
can at times lead to a further systematic change, as the example of-(e)s, 
originally just one of several pl. endings, having become the "regular" pl. 
ending most,drarnatically shows. Although La3amon's ~~rut does not 
show such a dramatic change, those deviations discussed here seem to have 
been just enough to cause confusion, which occasionally lead to reclassifi-
cation of fems. to the masc. gender. 
It Is nusleadmg however to call rt "mascuhmzatron," as it was case 
rather than gender that played a vital role in this process. It was only 
after -es, -Vn and -ne as pure case markers broke the barrier of gender that 
false recognition of gender came into play. 
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